EXHIBITOR REVENUE OPPORTUNITY

Spotlight Cinema Networks and Magnolia Pictures present, Magnolia Selects, a revenue-generating subscription streaming service opportunity.

**Subscription Opportunity:**

- Spotlight and Magnolia to partner with theatrical exhibitors to offer the streaming service, Magnolia Selects, to their theatre patrons.

- Spotlight and Magnolia will commit to providing 100% of the net subscription fee collected through June 30, or future date if crisis continues, for each subscription signed up with your specific exhibitor partner code.

- As of July 1, or later if extended, all net proceeds will normalize. At such time, after Magnolia’s share, remaining proceeds will be split 50/50 between Exhibitor and Spotlight.

- This offer is only accessed through MagnoliaSelects.com.

- Monthly fee $4.99, or upfront yearly fee $49.99*

- Offer valid only in the U.S.

*Exhibitor receives 100% net proceeds for the first three months. Remaining nine months will follow same revenue share as above.
Magnolia Selects is a curated collection of films and television series that spans across all genres, brought to you by Magnolia Pictures. Whether you’re a sophisticated moviegoer looking for exceptional independent film with standout performances, top award winning documentaries, standout comedy, or you’re looking to immerse yourself in the greatest collection of adrenaline pumping or laugh-out-loud experiences available, Magnolia Selects represents some of the very best in story telling entertainment from the most renowned visual artists in the world today. It’s guaranteed to entertain and inspire!

Categories Include:

- Featured Films
- Popular Picks
  - A curated list of “must see” films
- Action and Adventure
- Documentaries
- Horror and Thriller
- Drama
- Comedy

- TV Content – 21 Collections
  - Stand-Up Comedy Series
  - A Look Back Docuseries
  - Ring of Honor Wrestling
  - Best of MMA
  - NASA Docuseries
  - Fighting Championships
Magnolia Selects

Magnolia Selects is a curated collection of films and television series that spans across all genres, brought to you by Magnolia Pictures.
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Synchronicity

The Lady in the Car with Glasses and a Gun
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my perfect storm

Steve Jobs

CREATURE FEATURES

The Host

Splash! Superman